
Four May Days & 

The Local Mainstream Press 
After the recent months of campaigning and direct action against cuts and fees, chances are that May Day 2011 could become 

Nottingham’s biggest International Workers’ Day event in the (yet early) 21st century. 

Although May Day will undoubtedly remain a day of action, celebration and remembrance of past and current struggles for a 

long time to come, it may very well be one of the last times that it is accompanied by a bank holiday in Britain. This year plans 

were announced to scrap the May Day bank holiday and to replace it with a nationalistic ‘UK Day’ or ‘Trafalgar Day’. If it were 

not so sad, the irony of Cameron’s government stepping into the footsteps of 17th century puritans by scrapping May Day 

would be quite amusing. In a year of rekindled fuss about the royals, Tories and LibDems are thereby closing ranks with the 

only movement in British history that did not only have the right approach, but also the means to deal with royalty properly. 

With this uncertain future of the ‘official’ May Day in mind, we decided to look back at the changing face of May Day in the 

20th century. We do so using a very specific looking glass, articles in local mainstream newspapers, published on and around 

four May Days, each a quarter of a century apart: 1911, 1936, 1961 and 1961. 

It is crucial to keep in mind that these reports are by no means comprehensive accounts of events but at best biased and 

sketchy ones. Thinking what (and whether) the Evening Post (this gem of quality journalism) will write about Nottingham’s 

2011 May Day event puts the accuracy of these historical articles in perspective. However, it is this very perspective of 

provincial mainstream journalism that can provide insights as to the changing meaning and importance of May Day as well as 

regarding the strength and relevance of the labour movement. 

May Day 1911 

On the 25th May Day after the Chicago Haymarket Riots (which marked the de facto origin of 

International Workers’ Day), the Evening News and the Daily Express are plainly not 

fussed about the political relevance of the day. With the grand slaughter of World War 

One only three years away, both newspapers proudly report on new achievements in the arms race, but only little regarding 

workers’ activities on May Day. The only exception is a tiny note in the News stating that ten people 

had been arrested in Paris ‘for disorderly cries’. Locally there were, ‘apart from the sunshine and the 

bright skies [...] few signs by way of celebration’, be it of International Workers’ Day or of those 

celebrations rooting in pagan festivities. There were a number of celebrations that have to be counted 

among the latter category (e.g. ‘Coronations’ of May ‘Queens’) and also a ‘May Day Festival in the Mechanics’ Hall’, where a 

choir sang ‘brightly and with suitable expression’. It remains unclear whether this was yet another May Day event ‘largely 

dedicated to young folks’ or whether it had a political dimension.  

May Day 1936 

The headlines on May Day 1936 were very different. The year was dominated by the rising menace of Germany’s power (e.g. 

demonstrated in the Wehrmacht reoccupying the Rhineland), the brutal war of Italian fascists in Ethiopia (then called 

Abyssinia) and the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War (July 1936). Neither the Post nor the News report whether there had 

been any local events, 

but featured prominent 

reports on the 

international occurrences on May Day. 

Both papers gave brief accounts on events in cities such as Athens, Vienna, Paris and New York, all of which saw huge 

demonstrations (300,000 were reported to have opposed a marching ban in New York) and varying levels of strike activity. 

From Bulgaria, clashes with three fatalities were reported, whilst in London there had been a march by ‘many thousands’, 

about ‘a third’ of them ‘girls and young women’. Apparently ‘hundreds of workers had taken the day off, whether their 

employers liked it or not.’  

Reporting on Spain, the decision to legalise the fascist Falange was feared to ‘incur the wrath of the extremists’ on a May Day 

which saw huge demonstrations, widespread strikes and ‘thousands of police’ being ‘held at readiness for fear of an outburst’. 

The majority of the Post’s reporting focussed on May Day celebrations in Germany where the 1st 

of May had become a bank holiday in 1934. The Post wrote that one and a half million people were marching under countless 

swastikas in the streets of Berlin. The article quoted Hitler’s speech, providing a chilling insight into the National Socialists’ 

view of May Day, with the ‘Nazi revolution’ having made May Day no longer a day of confrontation between workers and 



police, but a ‘National Day of 

Festival’. Two months later 

the first prisoners arrived at Sachsenhausen, yet another concentration camp for 

all those who did not fit the German concept of national and racial unity. 

Although the reporting on events in Berlin accounts for a distinct uneasiness about the German 

fascists, the real threat for both the Post and the News seems to come from the left, though 

this was less distinct in the Post. Although calling the anti-fascists in Spain the ‘extremists’ 

and quoting Goebbels’ usage of the word ‘peace’, the Post’s note on May Day celebrations in 

Moscow is quite favourable, reporting on ‘demonstrations and parades’ in a city ‘beautified’ with ‘many tons of flowers and 

plants’. The News however, with a relatively brief and quite neutral report on events in Berlin, only expressed worries about 

fascist mobilisation in a commentary, whilst focussing extensively on the military display in Moscow and commenting that 

‘the peaceful intentions of Russia are seen in wave upon wave of soldiers [and] thousands of tanks of all sizes’.  

May Day 1961 

The 1st of May 1961 saw one of the most intense periods of the cold war. The Space Race had already 

gathered further pace after Yuri Gagarin’s historic flight less than three weeks before May Day, and 

within three months the Berlin Wall would be constructed. Meanwhile in Britain the reformist trade 

union movement was at the height of its power. With e.g. many key industries nationalised and the 

NHS no longer a novelty but a well-established institution, the statist welfare state was a surety that 

the Tory government of the day was neither able nor seriously willing to attack.  

However, Nottingham’s May Day event that year was a ‘remarkably quiet affair’, with the Post 

reporting the number of only three hundred participants marching to the Forest. The event itself failed to make headline 

news, though the announcement that the leader of the opposition and his wife 

were taking part had been. The attendance of Hugh and Anna Gaitskell ended 

in an amusing confrontation of Anna Gaitskell and a ‘group of Young 

Communist League members’, leading to ‘a heated argument’ when the latter, 

all bearing CND badges began chanting ‘Hugh Gaitskell is our leader, he 

should be removed.’ Anna Gaitskell ‘dared’ a YCL member ‘to put his “ban the bomb” demands’ to the ‘Russian trade unionist’ 

present that day. Anatoni Obukhovich from TUC Minsk had ‘stolen the limelight of the parade earlier’ and ‘was handing out 

autographed, coloured photographs of spaceman Yuri Gagarin’. 

May Day 1986 

Another quarter of a century later Thatcher was firmly set on the course of privatisation and deregulation. The Miners’ Strike 

and with it the backbone of the reformist trade union movement had been defeated the previous year and 

the government was rolling back what had been achieved by the labour movement in the previous decades. 

This agenda has dominated British politics ever since, be it under successive Tory, Labour or ConDem 

governments. Whether or not there were any political May Day celebrations that year in Nottingham is not 

clear from the Post. However, local journalism was backing the government policies of the day by simply 

ignoring the political dimension of May Day, even more so than it had done in 1911. Whereas then there 

had been a small note on events in Paris, the Post issues around the 1st of May 1986 did not print a single 

word on May Day being International Workers’ Day. Instead it mirrored the 1911 stories on May Day being 

‘largely dedicated to young folks’ by including a small note on a festival in Mansfield where ‘Robin Hood’s Minstrels [were] 

playing songs in the streets’ and a charitable event by a scout group.  

… and 2011? 

It is likely that this year’s May Day will be commented on by the local mainstream press in similar ways to the reports in 1911 

and 1986. This does not mean that these May Days may not have been strong days of action, celebration and remembrance. 

However, that International Worker’s Day could be ignored allows conclusions as to the predominant political discourse and 

balance of power of the day, not least that the British labour movement in those years was (and still is) far from being a 

serious threat to the status quo. 

In the years 1936 and 1961 the international situation had dominated the way events were reported, in the latter case in an 

amusing ‘Dr Strangelove’ kind of way. However the reports of May Day 1936 exemplify that part of the history of this symbolic 

day is also its abuse by fascist movements. That e.g. German neo-Nazis still march on every 1st of May is one more reason to 

ensure that May Day remains our day, a symbol of antinational working class solidarity and of the possibility of overcoming 

the status quo. 
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